
ICA VIRTUAL SUMMER CAMP 2022

WEEK 3

During week 3 of ICA's online summer
camp we had a small but incredible
group of youngins. The best student
in Coach Eugene's class was Rohith.
He did a remarkable job as this group
was quite close in skill and
competitive. In Coach Jesse's
morning class, the best student was
Josh, although it was quite close.

Tournament:
 In Section 1, David took first place in the
tournament, meanwhile in Section 2, Mark
took the gold! The summer program is
fortunate to have players of all levels,
players both rated and unrated, yet for the
tournament, everyone still plays everyone
else. More experienced players play down
a piece or two, leveling the playing field,
and making sure matches are competitive
and exciting (if challenging!) for all
involved



Tactics: 
Warren ended up victorious in section
2 with a grand total of 92 puzzles
solved during "puzzle streak". David
won in section 1 with a whopping
total of 103! His highest puzzle streak
was 20, which he was able to
maintain for a few days of the tactics
tournament. David has truly shown
great growth in his skill set and has
shown deep maturity in taking his
time.

Blitz: 
The winner of the Blitz tournament
was Warren with a grand total of 4
points. It wasn't very surprising as
Warren is a speedy hyperbullet player;
so 5 minutes was like a normal
person's 30 minutes to him. Well
done Warren! 



Art: 
In week 3 of camp, we focused on making real-world applications to art. In
honor of shark week, we learned about several types of sharks, from
Hammerheads to Lemon sharks, and the campers drew their own
illustrations inspired by these animals. We covered Op-Art (Optical illusion
art) and the campers made their own optical illusions based on Victor
Vaserly's works. Lastly, we closed the week with our Friday Funday, where
the campers participated in a drawing contest, with the prompt being
"destinations" (real or imaginary). 


